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Summary

From consumer hard drives and enterprise
servers, data is migrating to the cloud. Driven
by lower costs of ownership, elastic on-demand
services, improved interoperability and the
insights produced through machine learning,
cloud-based computing synthesises the best of
previous mainframe and personal computing
paradigms.
However the cloud—and the valuable data
it houses—is also vulnerable. Breaches, data
leaks and linkage attacks are widespread, often
bypassing existing security safeguards. Data
about individuals has a recognised economic
and political value, and the Internet has become
a new terrain for cyber attacks on corporations
and nation states. In this contested environment, privacy attains a new primacy—a critical
issue for customers and a currency of trust for
business.
New technologies are emerging to address privacy in the cloud. This whitepaper surveys four
approaches: blockchains, differential privacy,
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multiparty computation (MPC) and fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). While blockchains
and differential privacy are relatively mature and
well understood, MPC and FHE have been, until
recently, obscure topics of academic research.
Today, systems like NTT Secure Platform Laboratories’ San-Shi, IBM’s HELib and Microsoft’s
SEAL begin to realise the promise of these new
approaches. In this whitepaper we report on
two experiments using San-Shi and SEAL, to
examine how they manage real-world scenarios.
Our purpose is not to evaluate either technology; rather it is to explore how they address
privacy challenges in different ways and to
consider implications for and limits to their
adoption.
For the experiments, we have chosen two fields
where privacy is paramount: health and tertiary
education. In the health scenario, we consider
a patient submitting encrypted blood pressure
results to a cloud-based diagnostic service;

in the education scenario, we describe how
student survey data can be joined with sensitive
enrolment records and analysed, without
revealing individual identities. Together, these
scenarios illustrate how cloud-based encryption
can enable institutions to deliver services and
derive insights from data while complying with
statutory and ethical obligations.
No technology is a silver bullet. If cloud-based
encryption is now feasible, it does so while still
facing challenges of accessibility, usability and
computational cost. Moreover, as debates on
Australia’s recent Assistance and Access Bill
illustrate, privacy remains a heavily contested
issue. As more personal data migrates to the
cloud, and as its economic and political values
rise, many fundamental questions will need
answering: who owns it, who can use it, and
who willbear the mounting costs of keeping it
secure?

Challenges for Cloud Security
Key notes:
•
•
•
•

Increased volume of personal data stored in the cloud
Increased potential of cloud-based data analytics
The number and severity of data breaches rising dramatically
Privacy acknowledged as a ‘key pillar’ for major cloud providers

The cloud has become pervasive. Rather than
the fixed infrastructure costs associated with
custom hardware, advocates argue cloud
computation provides a flexible utility, delivered
on-demand.1 Compared with the complexity
and cost of traditional enterprise systems, cloud
computing presents clear advantages: lower
barriers to entry for smaller players, instant
access to hardware resources, easy scalability of services, and support for new types of
applications and services.2 Emerging services
like machine learning or big data analytics have
only foregrounded the intensity of computation
required to train models and glean new insights.
Such services exceed the capacities of any
individual machine, and underscore the merits
of massive parallelism available on the cloud. As
the volume, variety and velocity of cloud-based
data grows—and adapts into fields of health,
education, labor, logistics and smart cities—so
too does its potential to deliver new insights,
new knowledge and new science.
Simultaneously, media alerts of data breaches, rising in number and in severity, testify to
the vulnerability of data stored in the cloud.
According to the Breach Level Index (BLI), over
7 million records are compromised every day.3
According to the BLI, only 4% of breaches are
‘secure breaches’, where encryption was used
and the stolen data was thus rendered useless.4
High profile cases further underscore the commercial and legal risks. In 2013, major US retailer
Target disclosed that hackers had exploited vulnerabilities in its information systems in order to
steal 41 million records related to the company’s
customer payment card accounts.5
In September 2017, consumer credit reporting
agency Equifax announced one of the largest
breaches to date, revealing that “the names,
Social Security numbers, and dates of birth of
143 million US consumers had been exposed.”6
Moreover, congressional statements made later
by Equifax management revealed that much of
this information was stored in plain text, without

being obfuscated, encrypted or anonymized.7
Cloud-hosting environments can be threatened
by operating system vulnerabilities, poorly
configured firewalls, lack of monitoring, weak
access structures, and loose authentication.8
As more individuals, organisations and devices
connect to the Internet and depend upon the
cloud for data services, these attack points
constantly grow in number. According to Statistica, Internet of Things (IoT) devices exceed 25
billion in 2018, and are expected to reach three
times that figure—75 billion—by 2025.9 It is
unsurprising then that the rate of data breaches
appears to be accelerating.
Obfuscation and anonymization of data provide
only partial protection. Researchers have shown
that, even when names are hashed out or removed, individuals can be re-identified through
various techniques. In 2008, for example,
streaming giant Netflix published a massive
dataset of thoroughly anonymised viewer
information for a developer competition. In
their paper ‘Robust De-anonymisation of Large
Sparse Datasets’, two researchers demonstrated how this dataset could be cross-referenced
against IMDB data in order to identify specific
individuals.10

“The days of single systems are
irrelevant, are over… the cloud
provides a dial you can turn”15
Iain Thomson

In another example, Latanya Sweeney, head of
Harvard’s Data Privacy lab, identified over 40%
of ostensibly anonymous participants in a DNA
study using only three key pieces of information: zip code, birthdate and gender.11 As more
information moves online, both purchasable and
in the public domain, the frequency of these socalled linkage attacks can only be expected to
increase. Data’s combinatory possibilities mean
that the ‘anonymous’ dataset of today might
well become identifiable tomorrow.
Attacks on cloud-based vulnerabilities and
the adversarial capabilities of techniques like
de-anonymization exert increased pressure on
privacy. But as efforts to undermine privacy
grow, so does its perceived importance. Microsoft has recently made privacy one of it’s 3 ‘core
5

“2017 was a monumental year
for leaks… the number of data
records compromised in publicly
disclosed data breaches surpassed 2.5 billion, up 88% from

pillars’.12 Facebook plans on hiring 10,000 new
employees to address security and privacy in
the wake of the Cambridge Analytica scandal.13
And the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) puts individual privacy
at the heart of its legislation.14

2016”16

As more (and more personal) information
moves online, so too will new techniques for
exploiting this information emerge. Privacy in
the cloud is neither a guaranteeable feature
nor a facet of computing that can afford to be
abandoned. For organisations keen to exploit
the commercial potential of data, breaches of
privacy—like carbon emissions—are a negative
externality that they increasingly must account
for. Every institution must now ask: how can it
maintain the trust of customers, staff, users and
the public, while it works with powerful new
tools to produce new insights, knowledge and
innovation?

Gemalto

“Promises of privacy are often broken promises”17
Privacy scholar Paul Ohm
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Secure Cloud Computing: Four Approaches
Key points:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blockchains maintain pseudonymous data in a shared, distributed database
Differential encryption adds “noise” to data sets to obscure individual records, without
comprising aggregate results
Multiparty computation splits data into meaningless pieces, shared among many devices
Fully homomorphic encryption encrypts data using a variant of public key cryptocraphy
Though different in approach, both multiparty computation and fully homomorphic
encryption enable computation on encrypted data
Privacy acknowledged as a ‘key pillar’ for major cloud providers

The challenge of keeping data private constitutes a major challenge that technologies have
attempted to address in different ways. While
encryption techniques date back at least to the
Roman Empire, the development of asymmetric
encryption in the 1970s marked the beginning
of modern computer security. Schemes like
RSA (named after its developers Rivest, Shamir,
and Adleman) separated the code or “public
key” used for encrypting data, from the secret
or private key used to decrypt that data. In the
decades since, cryptographic work by researchers has dramatically expanded the number and
sophistication of these schemes.
Much of this work focuses on secure computation in a networked environment like the Internet. We discuss four examples: blockchains,
differential privacy, multiparty computation
(MPC) and fully homomorphic encryption
(FHE). They examples are not alternatives;
they address different aspects of privacy and
security, and in some cases can fit together
and complement each other. Moreover, they
build upon earlier work in public key cryptography, hashing and network security, and to
varying degrees, can be retrofitted to existing
IT network and database infrastructure. At
the same time, they all introduce penalties
in either accuracy, efficiency or cost of data
operations. Computationally speaking, privacy
does not come for free.
Our survey looks to describe the basic mechanisms and use cases of each approach, along
with several of their benefits and shortcomings for cloud computing.
BLOCKCHAIN
Best described as “trust-through-transparency”, blockchain technology has a counterintuitive approach to the problem of privacy. Three
key components distinguish the blockchain
from conventional databases: (1) rather than
the stored on a centralised server, the blockchain is copied and shared among all users;
(2) records in the blockchain are immutable—
once added, they should not be deleted

or modified; and (3) records are grouped
together in a series of “blocks”, each of which
has a unique identifier that can be referenced
by later records. This final property gives the
“blockchain” its name.
For many implementations of blockchains,
including BitCoin, each record or transaction
includes a further signature of the user—a
“hash”, or digital code, that is unique to that
user. This property is central to the privacy
aims of blockchains, since such signatures
cannot necessarily be tied to specific individuals. In the case of cryptocurrencies, in theory
a payment would not reveal the identities of
sender and receiver to outside parties.
Many analysts acknowledge blockchain
security can be compromised in practice.
As Goldfeder et al. note, online payments
allow blockchain identifiers to be linked with
user cookies, and hence with their identity.18
The persistence of such identifiers in other
transactions means a user’s entire life history
can potentially be unravelled. Such attacks do
not mean that all blockchain transactions are
necessarily compromised, but do indicate that
blockchains offer at best pseudo-anonymity:
there are no guarantees that past transactions
remain secret if at some point in the future a
user’s identity is revealed.
The blockchain’s peer-to-peer structure also
introduces a novel arrangement of relations
between participants. As a database that is
shared and synchronised across the network,
the blockchain attempts to flatten out informational asymmetries. Everyone has access
the same amount of information. Any node
(i.e. any user) can verify blockchain data, and
any node can write back to the chain. Such
an egalitarian, ‘trustless’ network seeks to
eradicate centralized control, granting the
same visibility and the same functionality to
all users.
This architecture also poses challenges. On
the one hand, blockchain underpins cryp-

tocurrencies such as BitCoin and Ethereum,
and—despite falling prices in 2018—investors
in finance see a number of potential uses for
it.19 On the other, its applicability to other
sectors remains largely unproven. As a public
record of transactions that is never purged nor
modified, its ledger would seem to be ripe for
re-identification. As Primavera De Filippi argues,
“anyone can retrieve the history of all transactions performed on a blockchain and rely on big
data analytics in order to retrieve potentially
sensitive information.”20
Beyond these privacy considerations, such
storage might also turn out to be limited technically. Esposito et al. note that, while financial
data is linear and highly compressed, personal
data in healthcare can be both large in size and
relational in structure. They warn that just “how
well blockchain storage can cope with both
requirements is currently unclear.”21
As a response to these hurdles, some commentators have proposed a hybrid model, where
repositories of ‘off-chain’ personal data are
pointed to by small ‘on-chain’ references.22 But
this seems to merely defer key questions: who
owns blockchain, where is it stored, how is it
protected, and who can access it?
DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY
Differential privacy seeks to anonymise data by
adding a small amount of randomisation rather
than encrypting it. It responds to a common privacy attack involving a process of elimination.
Suppose a survey were to ask a controversial
question, with either a “yes” or “no” answer. If
an attacker wants to know how a given person
responded to that question, and they had
access to the sum responses before as well as
after she responds, they could easily work out
her individual answer.
With differential privacy, that individual’s
contribution to a dataset would no longer be
calculable—it would be zeroed out.23 Differential privacy asks us to imagine two worlds:
in one world, an individual takes a survey and
7

contributes to a dataset; in the other, she does
not. It then formalizes the difference between
these ‘worlds’, ensuring that any statistical
query will return the same result. For pioneers
Cynthia Dwork and Aaron Roth, this indeterminacy enables a privacy promise: “you will not
be affected, adversely or otherwise, by allowing
your data to be used in any study or analysis,
no matter what other studies, data sets, or
information sources, are available.”24

consists in never trusting any single agent with
a meaningful dataset. Instead, using a concept
of ‘Secret Sharing’, valuable information is split
into worthless pieces. These are distributed to a
large number of curators for storage, computation and analysis, none of whom can attach
meaningful value to the data they hold. In
response to queries issued by a user, the MPC
protocol ensures that correct aggregate results
can still be obtained.

A core part of this technique is adding statistical
noise to individual results. Using the example
survey question above, the idea is that the
participant’s actual response might only be
used 50% of the time, with the remaining cases
using the result of random ‘coin toss’. This
undecidability protects individuals at the level
of the single record, without disturbing broad
aggregate trends very much. Properties of
the population are revealed; properties of the
person are not.

The distribution of data across multiple devices
means some or all of those devices (depending
on the configuration) need to be controlled
by an adversary. As Guy Zyskind explains, “an
attacker would need to compromise t servers
at any given point in time to get the data back,
which is highly unlikely for a large t.”29 This
property means that even if a coalition of some
curators of the data themselves coordinated to
try to access the data, they would not be able to
do so without taking control of the other parties
involved in the network.

Differential privacy certainly affords some
advantages. Researcher Joe Near explains that
the technology has several benefits: it is usable
for non-experts, who can run queries without
understanding the underlying mechanics; it supports the broad range of queries that analysts
are already using; and it integrates with existing
data environments, rather than requiring new
database architectures.25
It has also been deployed in many real-world
situations. Apple, for instance, have used differential privacy to analyze the power consumption of websites and the popularity of emojis
without comprising individual privacy, and
Google has employed it for broad insights into
browser malware and traffic analysis in large
cities.26
Despite its power and simplicity, differential
privacy is no magical cure for problems of
cloud-based privacy. The addition of noise to
query results introduces inaccuracies, and as
Dwork and Roth explain, there is a necessary
trade-off between precision and anonymisation
for all privacy schemes, including differential
privacy: “overly accurate answers to too many
questions will destroy privacy in a spectacular
way.”27 Differential privacy aims at just the right
balance between the two.
In addition, in order to know the right amount
of noise to add, someone must have access to
original data results. In the cloud as well as in
other contexts, this assumes “the existence of
a trusted and trustworthy curator who holds
the data of individuals in a database.”28 While
differential privacy disables the ability to obtain
individually damaging information via a query, it
still makes possible obtaining the same information by compromising the data curator through
other means.
MULTIPARTY COMPUTATION
Multiparty Computation (MPC) aims to address
this particular shortfall. Rather than trusting
a benevolent provider, it assumes instead the
curators as well as users of data are potentially
adversarial.
In this imagined antagonistic world, privacy
8

MPC has been discussed in theoretical terms for
some time, and was first trialled in a practical
setting to manage auctions of Danish sugar
beet in 2008.30 MPC has since seen several other
notable real-world deployments, such as the
evaluation of gender pay disparities in Boston31
and tax fraud in Estonia.32 More recently, engineers from Google have discussed how they
use MPC to evaluate advertising views or track
Android keyboard use while ensuring a degree
of privacy.33
With blockchains, at least in their default configuration, all users are also curators of an entire
data set. Though data is encrypted, every user
has potential access to everything. With differential privacy, a single curator has a completely
unobscured view of the data set, and therefore
must be trusted. MPC appears to solve both
problems: no one user can access any part of
the data, other than through queries that report
on the data in aggregate.
However these benefits also come at a cost.
Queries against the data set involve communication with all curators, involving significant
network traffic. Since security is a function of
the number of data curators, more security also
means more traffic and more processing time.
For real-time, mission-critical or time-sensitive
operations, these overheads may make MPC too
time-consuming or costly.
In a similar way, blockchain-based cryptocurrencies have struggled to keep up with the
demands of financial transaction processing.
However these constraints mainly affect new
transactions broadcast onto the blockchain
network—that is, “write”-operations. A largescale SMC system would appear to suffer the
same problems also in reverse, during query or
“read”-operations.
Again, a balance between ideal security and
practical performance appears key. In the case
of the MPC system San-Shi, discussed further
below, a common configuration involves three
servers—with a fourth for redundancy—acting in
concert but operated by different curators. This
balance aims to raise the cost of a dedicated

“personally-identifiable
information should never, ever
be stored on a blockchain-based
network.”42
Lucas Mearian, security analyst

security attack without compromising performance too greatly.
Algorithmic optimisations can also greatly
reduce overheads of unoptimised or “naive”
MPC calculations. San-Shi researchers using
have shown that execution of Fisher’s exact
test—a complex statistical test for crosstabs or
contingency tables—over large data sets can be
reduced from a hypothetical 20 years to 8 minutes.34 As with blockchains and homomorphic
encryption, extracting high performance from
MPC systems is an active area of research.
HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION
With sensitive data and operation, cloud-based
service providers usually decrypt data in order
to run computations and deliver analysis. Even
in otherwise highly securitised environments,
this temporary decryption presents an unacceptable vulnerability—privacy is potentially
compromised at the moment data is retrieved
for computation.
The goal for homomorphic encryption is to operate on encrypted data as if it were decrypted,
retaining privacy while enabling data analysis.
The term “homomorphism” refers to this “as
if” property: operations such as addition and
multiplication can be performed on two or more
ciphertexts, containing encrypted forms of their
original values. Once decrypted, the results of
these operations will be the same as those produced by equivalent operations on unencrypted
values.
A cloud provider could for example accept an
encrypted spreadsheet, perform some kind of
statistical analysis upon that data, and return an
encrypted result to a user. The user would then
decrypt this result, safe in the knowledge the
provider knows nothing about either the source
data or the result it has calculated.
Though discussed since the 1970s, full homomorphic encryption was thought to be practically infeasible. In 2009 Craig Gentry’s thesis
introduced, through the mathematical notion of
ideal lattices and a technique called ‘bootstrapping’, the first fully homomorphic encryption
(FHE) scheme that would allow unbounded or
arbitrary computation.35 Cryptographer Shai Halevi has spelled out the real-world implications
of workable FHE: “Files are often encrypted in
transit and at rest, but decrypted while in use.
This regimen provides hackers repeated opportunities to steal unencrypted files. But FHE
plugs those holes by keeping the data encrypted, while still allowing it to be manipulated.”36
As with the other three approaches discussed
here, FHE has its drawbacks. When applied to
the volumes of data and processing demands
of cloud computing, homomorphic calculations
have a significant penalty in performance. The
size of the ciphertext grows enormously with
each operation, creating vastly slower processing times. Security expert Bruce Schneier
responded to Gentry’s announcement by
stressing the impracticalities of any scheme that
increased computation time by a factor of one
trillion.37
Over the past decade, the optimisations of

homomorphic operations has been an active research topic. Hardware improvements,
particularly in graphical processor units (GPUs),
have also produced order-of-magnitude improvements.38 One study compared a number
of schemes across comparable hardware; with
80 parameters, the total evaluation time for a
technique from 2012 took 48 hours to run, while
a more recent scheme from 2015 needed just 8
minutes.39
By default, homomorphic encryption does not
assist applications that need to merge data sets
owned by different users. Since each data set
is encrypted by each user’s unique secret key,
there is no guarantee its homomorphic properties are transferable. Recent work suggests
this limitation can be overcome.40 Under such a
scheme, merged data can be analysed without
compromising information to either data curator
or other users.
Cloud-based analysis of always-encrypted data
is steadily becoming more feasible. Microsoft
has, for example, recently discussed prospects
for commercially-available FHE.41 As cloud
computing becomes increasing pervasive,
FHE’s high computational costs could envisage
an user-pays, “Privacy-as-a-Service” business
model. As with existing privacy offerings, this in
turn will concern those who advocate privacy as
a universal right.

public key cryptography, and any key can
theoretically be broken by an adversary with
sufficient computational power. In the case of
MPC, obtaining a key to a single data store, or
“party”, is not enough; multiple parties need to
be compromised. While MPC does not directly
address the problem of identifying individuals in a data set, it can be paired together
with differential privacy or other procedures
to de-identify records. In the case of San-Shi,
frequency table-style queries will not show
frequencies below a certain number, to prevent
re-identifcation.
However, MPC does require multiple computational servers or devices, network overhead, and
an initial intention to participate in a given MPC
scheme. For some applications, it may be preferable to simply send an encrypted data set to
a service and have some calculations performed
on it. Such a scenario has been termed “secure
outsourced computation”, and homomorphic
encryption is ideally suited to its requirements.
However, as noted above, computation is currently extremely costly, and encryption keys can
be compromised in theory. For long-lived data
sets, the need for an adversary to obtain access
to multiple, independently secured containers of
that data may make MPC a more secure option.

A BRIEF COMPARISON OF APPROACHES...
Each of these four approaches has features well
suited to different use cases. While a complete
technical evaluation is beyond the scope of
this paper, we identify key characteristics that
distinguish them.
Evident in the success of cryptocurrencies,
blockchains provide a shared record of transactions that are resistent to being repudiated or
modified. Privacy can be maintained through
signing transactions with a public key, the
owner of which is not necessarily identifiable. However, as cases of BitCoin and other
cryptocurrencies have shown, in many cases
transaction owners can be identified trivially, by
correlating public keys with other information
such as IP addresses.
In the case of differential privacy, privacy is
established by modifying the outputs of queries
of a data set, such that those outputs are less
likely to reveal characteristics of any one record
or individual. For example, if a data set records
the height of a group of people, a query about
the maximum height—which could ordinarily be used to identify whether a particularly
tall individual belongs to the data set—might
instead return a probabilistic value, most likely
a small amount less than the actual correct
answer. This value would still be “good enough”,
without revealing the tall person’s existence in
the data set. It is relatively easy to implement,
but involves a trade-off between the accuracy
of results and the level of protection afforded.
Multi-party computation employs what is
termed an “information-theoretic” form of security, which means it cannot be compromised
through a brute force attack alone. Blockchains
and fully homomorphic encryption employ
9

Case Studies
Key notes:
•
•

We conduct two experiments using implementations of Secure Multiparty
Computation (San-Shi) and Fully Homomorphic Encryption (PySEAL)
The experiments examine opportunities in two fields where privacy is critical:
education and health

CASE STUDY 1: TERTIARY EDUCATION AND
SECURE MULTIPARTY COMPUTATION
Universities increasingly survey students to
monitor course satisfaction, to boost metrics
of engagement, or to gather information for
research projects. These surveys are often anonymous, but will sometimes include identifying
information such as a student ID.
In such cases, data privacy policies and university ethics committees will often constrain the
ways such identifiers may be used, prohibiting the merging of research data with other
databases containing course results or student
enrolment records. Such constraints adhere to
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the university’s duty of student care, but they
also limit potential insights.
San-Shi is a secure multiparty computation
system developed by NTT Secure Platform
Laboratories, a division of the Nippon Telegraph
and Telecommunications (NTT) company.43
San-Shi provides a number of services beyond
encryption: user and data table management,
fragmentation and distribution of data across
multiple servers, and concatenation and computation of data in responses to statistical queries
written in the R language.
In the words of its authors, San-Shi “achieves a

secure environment that collects sensitive and
highly confidential data and provides statistical
analysis functions and its results to external
users and analysts without revealing the data to
anyone. NTT develops technologies enabling the
combinational use of sensitive data from multiple companies that cannot be shared normally,
and contributes to the creation of a new service
market.”
How might a cloud-based encryption technology like San-Shi expand the possibilities in such a
situation? In this speculative scenario, a research
team in the School of Business wants to know
how well students feel their courses were pre-

paring them for future work. They would like to
administer a survey to the university’s students,
with questions like:
Please state your level of agreement with the
following statement: ‘I feel confident my current
course is preparing me for the future job market’.
In addition, the team would like to know how
student responses related to their course of
study, their place of residence, and economic
factors such as student debt and household
income. A motivating research question might
be: do students from lower socio-economic
backgrounds feel more or less positive about
how their course is preparing them for future
employment?
The team applies to the university’s ethics
committee for permission to administer their
survey. The committee informs them that the
survey can contain basic questions about work
preparedness, but cannot contain sensitive
questions regarding income, background or
place of residence, as these could compromise
students’ privacy. However students’ postcodes
are captured by the university’s enrolment system, and the team does obtain approval to ask
for student ID numbers. The team also explains
clearly to all research participants why they are
asking for these identifiers, and emphasises
they will not be able to use these identifiers to
obtain sensitive information from students. After four weeks of running their survey, the team
has 1,000 survey responses, including attitudes
about work preparedness.

They then upload a spreadsheet of these
responses to the San-Shi system, where it is encrypted. The same system also has an encrypted copy of student enrolment records, including
postcodes. By matching student ID numbers,
the team can cross-index their survey with the
enrolment records to generate a more comprehensive set of student data.
Without being able to look at these records, the
team can generate statistics about responses
by postcode. A clustering of low or high response postcodes might indicate that attitudes
vary spatially across Western Sydney. Using
measures of socio-economic disadvantage and
cartographic data from the Australian Bureau of
Statistics,44 they then generate a series of maps
and tables to explore the data.
The figure above shows the distribution of average scores, where 1 = ‘Strongly Disagree’ and 5
= ‘Strongly Agree’, across various postcodes in
Western Sydney. Using only the aggregate responses extracted from the San-Shi-encrypted
data store, the researchers can detect a strong
bias in this spatial distribution. Together with
socio-economic data, they are able to develop a
tentative response to their research question.
As a cloud-based encryption technology, SanShi aims to maintain privacy while still enabling
computation and analysis. In this speculative
scenario, this ability allows the School of
Business team to maintain their ethical obligations while also allowing insights into student
satisfaction.

The product of several years’ intensive research,
San-Shi has widespread application in distributed and untrusted computing environments,
and its researchers have discussed use cases in
healthcare, genome and demographic research.45 Its core mechanism, the separation of
individual data values into “shares” which are
encrypted and stored on different machines,
has recently been published as an ISO standard, paving the way for interoperability with
other systems implementing the same security
scheme.46 Other research has documented how
higher order functions such as linear regression
can be computed with acceptable accuracy and
performance.47
CASE STUDY 2: HEALTHCARE AND FULLY
HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION
The importance of data security in healthcare
has increased with the digitalisation of the
healthcare system. Since the introduction of
electronic health records in 2012, there have
been continuous efforts to improve the infrastructure and security for data transfer between
Australian institutions.
One of the biggest challenges is the need to ensure data interoperability and exchange across
private and public health providers, and health
insurance schemes, such as Medicare. This need
has accelerated adoption of cloud storage in recent governmental documents and policies. The
e-Health Strategy for NSW Health 2016-2026
pledges, for instance, to “progressively shift
elements of its infrastructure to ‘cloud-based’
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and ‘as-a-service’ models.”48
The advantages of cloud storage and computing
are also among the recommendations in a recent white paper on perceptions of interoperability in healthcare published by MedicalDirector
based on interviews with over 320 industry professionals. However the paper also shows that,
while there is a widespread understanding of
the importance of data sharing, concerns about
security remain unresolved—only 3% of the
interviewees stated they trust data sharing.49
The healthcare field now places greater importance on health data analytics for diagnostics,
prognostic healthcare, and research. But from
the transfer of data between medical institutions to big data research scenarios, privacy
remains crucial and hard to ensure. Cloud-based
encryption presents strong potential for this
domain, able to be applied to real-time analytics
and predictive diagnostics.50
In this scenario, a patient takes a blood pressure test at a local clinic. She would like to
know whether this reading indicates a risk of
hypertension. The clinic has recently found out
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about a new secure cloud-based service able
to determine if the patient’s blood pressure
reading is abnormally high using machine
learning techniques. Such techniques have been
shown “to provide solid prediction capabilities in various application domains including
medicine and healthcare, including in the area
of hypertension.”51
The patient is unwilling to share her unencrypted history with online services, concerned that
any discovered risk factors might be shared
with health insurers or potential employers. Her
doctor informs her that her data will be first
encrypted, and that the cloud-based service
performs its computations solely on that
encrypted information. With her consent, the
clinic submits the patient’s details, including her
blood pressure, alongside a database of other,
comparable patients—all encrypted.
In this notional dataset, blood pressure values
are generated from the World Health Organization and flagged if in the top 5%.52 The figure
shown above plots the patient’s result (in red)
with a set of other randomly generated readings. The service determines that the patient’s

reading are indeed abnormally high, and could
be a predictor of hypertension.
Implemented in code, this scenario articulated
both the possibilities and pitfalls of today’s
cloud-based encryption. For example, tool sets
can be limited or undocumented. In this particular framework, commonly-used operations, like
mean and variance, had to be coded manually.
Parameters also have to carefully calibrated—
too low and calculation errors emerge, too high
and performance declines significantly.
Yet the scenario also sketches possibilities for
cloud-based encryption—protecting the privacy
of patient data in the cloud, while allowing the
client to make use of the computational capabilities of the storage facility.53
This scenario accommodates the need for
interoperability and transfer of data, while navigating the changing demands for privacy protection and data ownership. Such an encrypted
and highly focused analysis allows the patient to
make informed choices about lifestyle, diet, and
potential treatment, while retaining control of
her private and highly valuable health data.

Final Thoughts
Key notes:
•
•
•
•

New advanced privacy technologies for cloud computing are maturing
Usability—for developers, administrators and end users—remains a key issue
Available and cost of privacy options will be a business opportunity—and a political
consideration
Cloud providers face a crisis of trust, and will not be resolved by technology alone

The collaboration between social scientists and
IT professionals in preparing this white paper
offers a unique insight into the social significance of encryption technologies. The growth
in cloud storage and computing for personal
and business use establishes privacy as a key
commodity with great social importance. Innovations in cloud security—what we have termed
technologies of a “New Privacy”—need to be
evaluated and planned in consideration with this
importance.
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE MAKES CLOUDBASED ENCRYPTION FEASIBLE
Hardware and software developments over the
last decade have led to order-of-magnitude
improvements that reduce the substantial computational costs of computation on encrypted
data. Performance is no longer a roadblock for
real-world deployment. While encryption “has
historically been plagued by computational
inefficiencies, the field is rapidly advancing to a
point where it is efficient enough for practical
use in limited settings.”54 Having sufficient
information about the capabilities afforded by
different security technologies and their social
and practical applicability becomes of central
importance for choosing a particular cloud
security solution.
Products like San-Shi show how data stored in
a distributed environment can be made highly
secure, and still calculate statistical results
accurately and efficiently. San-Shi shows that
Multi-Party Computation schemes are becoming
feasible, though they require additional security
layers to ensure multiple participating nodes
cannot be easily compromised. Homomorphic
encryption systems cannot be compromised
in a similar manner, but are vulnerable to brute
force attacks on decryption keys. Current FHE
implementations such as PySEAL still appear far
too slow for cloud-scale computational requirements, though performance is an active area of
research for both MPC and FHE schemes.

USABILITY REMAINS A KEY ISSUE
Integrating secure multiparty computation and
FHE into real-world projects remains daunting, and limits the scope of adoption. As one
encryption specialist observes, “to transform
programs into circuits, carefully configure FHE
computations, manage encryption and decryption, and other complexities make programming
FHE applications the domain of a small number
of expert researchers.”55 Current libraries are
technically capable, but hardly intuitive for the
non-expert.
In the case of San-Shi, several manuals describe
how the system needs to managed and used
from the various points of view of the system
administrator, the database manager and the
data analyst. The analyst manual describes common statistical functions for aggregating and
filtering data, while higher order functions such
as linear regression either need to be composed
out of these basic functions, or require separate
approaches that to date have not been documented or released as software. Several papers
illustrate how these functions nonetheless can
perform, often at performance levels acceptably
close to those of unencrypted operations.56
As this example illustrates, blockchains, secure
multiparty computation and fully homomorphic encryption remain complex technologies
that are more difficult to install, configure and
program than less secure alternatives. The
need to operate multiple servers with complex
software and database configurations pose
daunting challenges for smaller organisations
and individuals. Even when deployed to the
cloud, each of these approaches mean data sets
require careful consideration as to how they are
stored, partitioned and secured. The software
industry has demonstrated that a focus on usability is necessary to achieve more widespread
adoption, and the degree to which an intuitive,
seamless experience can be implemented in
cloud-based encryption will help determine the
success of different solutions.

ACCESS TO PRIVACY IS AN OPEN QUESTION
Issues of usability extend into accessibility. Encryption technologies require certain expertise
and access to computational architectures—and
this naturally includes certain constituencies
while excluding others. Enryption in the cloud
affords new opportunities for market growth
and consolidation, but this needs to be balanced
with public expectations that privacy be considered a basic right rather than a fee-for-service.
Such questions become more complex with the
rise of public/private data partnerships. Access
to privacy thus foregrounds some basic questions: who gets to have privacy, who provides it,
and is it a public right or a personal service?
TRUST IS SOCIAL AS WELL AS TECHNICAL
With the feasibility of cloud computing and encryption, trust may appear a feature of the technological environment. Innovations are creating
new expectations, affordances, and limitations.
If cloud-based data can stay encrypted and
secure throughout its lifetime, privacy concerns
may abate, and become less effective arguments for restrictions on data capture. At the
same time, breaches of privacy and misuse of
data highlight the ongoing importance of robust
data governance and renewed social contracts
for public and private institutions. Technology’s
impact on institutional trust is powerful and
fast-changing, and warrants further study.
Given these new conditions, questions shift
from ‘having or not having’ data to ‘what is to
be done’ with it. What kinds of analyses can be
run on encrypted data, and to what ends? The
prevalence of linkage attacks should caution
institutions about the combinatory potentials of datasets to reveal the intimate and
the unexpected. What types of partnerships
will cloud-providers enable between public
and private sectors, or civil and intelligence
communities? While technological advances
promise new horizons of capability for the
cloud, the wider implications for an increasingly connected society remain—to continue the
metaphor—very much up in the air.
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